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**Objectives:** To devise a method of communicating with the general practitioners (GPs), overcoming the constraints imposed by patient confidentiality and the low levels of staffing in genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics. To assess the GPs’ responses to this method of communication.

**Setting:** GUM clinics at two centres in Kent—Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells.

**Methods:** Patients were recruited if they attended the clinic of their own accord without a letter of referral from their GPs; a definitive or provisional diagnosis was made and the patient was managed in the clinic; the patient’s GP had received a conventional reply from the GUM clinic for other patients referred in the past. Separate GP letters were developed for male and female patients. These handwritten study letters were read by the patients who took the responsibility to deliver them to their GPs. This was followed by a questionnaire to the GPs.

**Results:** 75 patients were eligible. Seven patients refused to participate. All questionnaires were returned by the GPs for the 68 participating patients (100%). Seven GPs failed to receive the study letter. For these unreferred patients, this was an improvement in communication level from 0% to 80%, 79% (95% confidence interval: 67%–87%) preferred the study letter, 97% (89%–99%) would like to receive a similar letter for future patients. All GPs thought that the study letter was at least as good as the standard letter, 52% (40%–64%) thought it was better. For 82% (70%–90%) it was the preferred format for future communication.

**Conclusion:** The study has shown a way of establishing communication with GPs for patients who do not object to this. The results also suggest that in the study districts neither the GPs nor the majority of study patients had any objection to the sharing of information between the GUM clinics and GPs.

*(Sex Transm Inf 1999;75:45–48)*
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**Introduction**

In the United Kingdom, most patients attending genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics, especially the large inner city ones are self-referred. In Tunbridge Wells and Maidstone only 8% of new patients are directly referred by their general practitioners (GPs). GPs who have referred patients to genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics receive a standard reply as in other specialties.

GUM clinics have now broadened their horizons and have taken on the management not only of the traditional sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), but also many other allied conditions relating to sexual health.1,2 Because most new STDs are of viral origin,1 often running a chronic course and are time consuming to manage, close collaboration with the GP is necessary. Additionally, to comply with the patient’s charter,3 many GPs now prefer close involvement in the care of their patients including the management of traditional STDs.

The management of patients in GUM clinics is governed by the “confidentiality act”.4 Although the act has facilitated a remarkable degree of control over STDs, it has created an atmosphere of secrecy between clinics, GPs, and their patients. This and the limited resources available to most GUM clinics2 are the main reasons why good communication links with GPs are difficult to maintain. This is especially true for the small suburban clinics many of which still remain inadequately staffed.

Literature on referral communication between GPs and hospital consultants has in the past highlighted what should be the ideal contents of GPs’ letter to consultants,5 and consultants’ letters to GPs,6 some highlighting individual problems in their specialties.7 Communication standards in GUM between consultants and GPs remain a largely neglected area. Studies on communication between GUM clinics and GPs have in the past been restricted to problems related to HIV infected patients,8,9 but the wider issue of communication for general STDs still remains unresolved.

The purpose of the present study was to

1. (1) encourage better communication for general STDs with the GPs
2. (2) devise a method of communication that would overcome both the constraints imposed by patient confidentiality and low levels of staffing in GUM clinics
3. (3) assess the GP’s response to this method of communication.

**Materials and methods**

Male and female patients attending the GUM clinics at two centres in Kent (Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells) were recruited if they met the following criteria:
(1) attendance at the clinic of their own accord without a letter of referral from their GPs

(2) a definitive or provisional diagnosis made and managed in the clinic

(3) their GP had received a conventional reply from the GUM clinic for other patients previously referred by them (to facilitate comparison)

(4) patient consented to participation in this study.

Separate GP letters were developed for male and female patients. These study letters contained information that is routinely presented in standard letters to GPs, but in a completely structured format. The letters were completed by hand and given to the patient for approval. Any information found unacceptable to the patient was deleted. Note was also made of any pending laboratory investigations. Two such letters for fictitious patients are shown in figures 1 and 2.

It was made clear to the patients that the clinic would be subsequently approaching the GPs for their views about this new style of communication. This gave the patients a second chance to opt out of the study if they had any misgivings about their clinic details being sent to their GP. Patients were asked to take the letter to their GP after a copy had been filed.

After an interval of 2–3 weeks, a questionnaire and blank male and female study letters were sent to the GP accompanied by a letter explaining the purpose of the study. If no reply was received after 2 weeks, the GP was telephoned and encouraged to return the questionnaire even if the patient had failed to hand in the study letter.

Results

Seventy-five patients were recruited, seven of whom refused to participate, leaving 68 patients in the study. None of them made any changes to the information contained in the study letters. Seven of the GPs did not receive the study letter from the patient. All the questionnaires were returned for the participating 68 patients by the GPs (100%).

The results are summarised in table 1. All 61 GPs who received the study letter thought the

### Table 1 Summary of GP responses to questionnaire

| GP received the study letter | 68 | 61 | 7 | % | 95% CI |
|GP preferred the study letter | 61* | 48 | 11 | | 67%–87% |
|GP would like to receive similar letter for future patients | 61 | 59 | 2 | 97 | 89%–99% |
|GP always reads entire contents of the standard letter | 61 | 55 | 6 | 90 | 80%–95% |

| Future communications to use the study letter rather than standard letter |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|From GUM clinics | 61 | 50 | 2 | 9 | 70%–90% |
|From other specialties | 61 | 10 | 0 | 51 | 9%–28% |

*Two GPs had no preference.
information provided was adequate (one thought that there was too much information). No additional information was thought necessary and no improvement suggested. Seventy nine per cent (95% confidence interval: 67%–87%) preferred the study letter, 97% (89%–99%) would like to receive a similar letter for future patients, and all thought that the study letter was as good as the standard letter, with 52% (40%–64%) saying it was better. For 82% (70%–90%) the study letter was the preferred format for any future communication from the GUM clinic.

GPs were asked for their comments upon the study letter, and 27 replies were received. Seven GPs felt that the letters should be posted and not hand delivered by the patient. Eight GPs provided positive comments on the study letter and particularly liked the format, clear reporting, ease of reading, and clarity. Five GPs wanted further follow up letters for patients whose treatment was continuing at the clinic. Three GPs had minor concerns about information from GUM clinics entering patient's records. Four GPs commented that the study letter should not be seen as replacing standard letters.

Discussion
In the absence of this study, for the 75 patients initially recruited and who were not referred to the clinic by their GP, there would have been no communication between the clinic and the GP. As a result of the study, however, for 61 of the 75 patients the GPs received information about the relevant conditions and management. This represents an improvement in the level of communication for unreferral patients from 0% to 80%.

The other principal findings of this work are that 79% of GPs preferred the GP letter developed for this study to the standard letter, with 97% requesting similar letters for their future patients attending the GUM clinic. For information provided, all GPs thought the study letter was as good as the standard letter, with 52% showing a preference for the study letter. For 82% it was the preferred format in future communications (table 1).

The results of the present study are in conflict with the long held belief that patients do not like their GPs to know about their attendance at GUM clinics. Only seven of the seven eligible patients refused to take part in the study. A further seven agreed to participate but did not take the letters to their GPs. However, it cannot be assumed that the reason for this was to keep the information from their GPs as they had already consented to the clinic sending a questionnaire to the GP about the study letter.

Six per cent of GPs admitted that they did not always go through the entire contents of the standard replies sent from clinics. A letter that is quick to read and easy to assimilate would overcome these problems for the GP, provided that it contained all the important information.

Will completing these letters further impinge on clinic time of the already extremely busy GUM consultant? Most of the study letters took approximately 4–6 minutes to complete. However, as the need to communicate with GPs will be used selectively, this represents a relatively small amount of clinic time which is well spent.

In conclusion, in the two districts the study has shown a way forward in establishing effective communication links with the GPs for patients who do not object to this. This can be achieved within the current resources available to most clinics and to the satisfaction of the majority of GPs. An improvement in the level of communication with GPs, which is within the grasp of all GUM clinics, is highly desirable in view of the GPs’ need for information in the new primary care led NHS.
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